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Yassin Hall, CEO of B.O.S.S. Class LLC,
author, and influencer has been
successfully selling on Amazon for
thirteen years and currently operates four
six-figure stores as well as two other
successful business ventures. Additionally,
she has a growing class of students,
having risen to 1200+ (and counting) how
to build a profitable business online that
creates unlimited freedom that allows
them to relax and enjoy many diverse
experiences.
Born and raised on St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin
Islands, Yassin resides with her beautiful
teenage daughter Yamisha who is
successfully living with autism in Atlanta,
Georgia.

From the perspective of lived experiences and
as an Ending the Silence presenter with NAMI
and Georgia’s Department of Education, Yassin
trains teachers and support staff what to look
out for in their students and how they can
help.
Yassin advocated fearlessly for change in the
Virgin Islands, which resulted in the passage
of Legislative Bill No. 31-0134 and 31-0279
that at least begins to train all public-school
counselors in grief and stress counseling, and
increased funding for mental health, making it
a priority, and providing needed services to
affected citizens.
Yassin draws her passion, persistence, and
power from the traumatic life that she lived
and survived due to her own mother’s
undiagnosed and untreated mental health
issues.

In her multi Award Winning book Journey Untold
~ Twisted Love, My Mother’s Struggle with
Mental Illness, she shares how difficult it was to
live with a mother who was undiagnosed with
depression for twelve years, heard an
assortment of voices, was a germ-phobic
schizophrenic and bathed in rubbing alcohol. By
unveiling her childhood tragedies of almost
losing her life on at least four different
occasions by the hands of her own mother, she
wants to make a difference helping others to
escape the chaos, confusion, fear, and
miseducation associated with mental health
challenges. Journey Untold has been nominated
in the TopShelf Book Awards 2020 in the
“Young Adult - Non-Fiction”, “Young Adult Social Issues”, “Non-Fiction - Biography”, “NonFiction - Inspirational”, “Non-Fiction - Memoir”,
“Non-Fiction - Motivational”, “Non-Fiction Self-Help”, “Non-Fiction - Social Issues”, and
“Non-Fiction - Women’s ” categories.
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Four years after publishing Journey Untold,
Yassin pens a powerful autobiographical memoir
that delivers deeply emotional accounts of her
journey through a bitter divorce, and her
determination to survive a life of emotional and
domestic abuse, and toxic relationships that
eventually left her homeless, hopeless and
helpless. Yassin shares how she refused to give
in to other people’s opinions, give up on herself
and children or give out when life seemed too
difficult to manage. Beyond the Love Curse
shows readers that once you break down
barriers and take the proper steps to repair
brokenness, you can move beyond anything that
has held you emotionally or physically in
bondage and own your God-given power to be
healthy, healed,
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